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ABSTRACT 

In this work the power-effective algorithm of functions computation for wireless gauging modules for picking-up 
and processing the bio-physiological signals where the power consumption is provided due to energy accumulation from 
surrounding medium. Application of tabular-algorithmic method for computation of functions and different methods of 
allowance definition is being considered for power - effective algorithm derivation: the linear interpolation, monomial 
Taylor's series, method «digit after digit» and method of integration of generating equations prescribing the function 
behavior between the closest tabular and preset value of the argument. A special implementation of generating equations 
integration method is offered and the improvement of algorithm energy performances is justified: decreasing of fulfilled 
cycles’ number, reducing of volume of functions tabular values, use of set of prime adding operation (subtraction) and 
alteration. The analytical and experimental analysis of methodical error of algorithm is being performed. The results of 
model operation, given in system MATLAB, show that in the conditions of restricted precision of data and computations 
mode with the point fixed, the algorithm error accepts the admissible values. The results of operation can find an 
application at development of power -effective software of built-in systems with low power consumption. 
 
Keywords: functions computation, tabular-algorithmic method, built-in systems, software energy efficiency, method «digit after digit», 
numerical integration, power effective algorithm. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Building of medical complexes of long-term 
cardio-monitoring and ergometry is connected to the 
development of wireless gauging modules which are 
conducting the remote recording and preprocessing of 
different bio-physiological signals [1, 2]. As the power 
consumption   of modules is ensured at the expense of 
energy accumulation from surrounding medium [3, 4], 
then the necessity on power effective apparatus and 
software development arises. This problem concerns to the 
energy efficiency of built-in systems and discovers the 
reflectance in publications [5, 6, 7]. In particular, the 
energy efficiency measures are being investigated and the 
metrics are determined allowing choosing the program 
code option with the least power consumption [8, 9]. The 
program tools are developed for the analysis of energy 
efficiency of the software [10, 11]. The instruments and 
the debugging facilities, allowing measuring the power 
consumption of built-in systems synchronously with 
applied code of the program [12, 13, 14] are created. It is 
explored the energy saving of code optimization, 
controlled by the compiler [15, 16]. 

Meanwhile, on energy efficiency of the software 
of built-in systems a primary influence is rendered by 
energy performances of algorithms of data handling. In 
this regard a special significance is gained by energy 
efficiency of computing algorithms of elementary 
functions. It is obvious that the algorithm, first of all, 
determines the code energy performances: a volume of 
memory used, and also the kinds and quantities of 
instructions which are prescribed to processor by function 
computation subprogram. Therefore for built-in systems 
with low energy consumption the interest is presented by 
methods of functions computation, leading to both: 

decrease of used memory volume and limiting the number 
and simplification of fulfilled operations.  

To reduce the number of instructions fulfilled by 
processor is possible in case of using the tabular-
algorithmic methods of functions computation [17, 18, 19, 
29]. But thus the correction to tabular values of functions 
should be determined by means of elementary methods of 
approximation, for example, by monomial Taylor's series 
or linear interpolation. A negative consequence of 
application of specified approximations is the significant 
volume of functions tabular values which are required to 
be stored in the memory, and as well the necessity of 
realization of multiplication operation. 

For determination of the correction the iterative 
method «digit after digit» finds utilization, allowing 
sequentially gaining in each cycle of computations the 
next digit of the result [20, 21]. One cycle of computations 
can be fulfilled by means of simple operations: adding 
(subtraction), shifting, selection of memory. Thus the 
number of fulfilled cycles in average is equal to m - to the 
number of low-order digit of argument which determines 
the interval between the closest tabular and set value of 
argument. Maximum value of this interval - is the step of 
table h. At given step h the reduction of iterations number 
is achieved at the expense of algorithm complication [22, 
23]. 

There is known as well the method of the 
correction definition, grounded on integration of 
generating differential equations which are prescribing the 
function behavior on the interval between the closest 
tabular and set value of argument [24]. As well as in case 
of method «digit after digit», the computations have an 
iterative character, and each cycle can be reduced to 
adding (subtraction) and shifting operations. In [20] the 
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assessments of number of fulfilled cycles are given at 
integration of generating equations by means of Euler's 
methods. In particular, it is gained for Euler's  method of  
1st order and constant integration step in degree form of 
number 2 it is received the assessment of cycles number 
2m–n/2, where n - the data presentation precision, and 
moreover m<n. It is noted the necessity of realization of 
completion cycle where the operation of multiplication by 
argument growth is smaller than the integration step. On 
the basis of gained assessments it is drawn the conclusion 
on that per number of cycles the method of integration of 
generating equations is more preferable than the method 
«digit after digit» only at small m and n values. However 
the results of the real operation show that the possibilities 
of method for integration of generating equations, 
provided in [20], are essentially underestimated. 

In operation it is offered the original 
implementation of method for integration of generating 
equations which ensures the reduction of fulfilled cycles’ 
number at any values of m and n. 

The last is achieved due to that the iterative 
process is evolved on argument binary place, and in each 
cycle it is used the variable value of integration step equal 
to the weight of current digit. Thus the computations gain 
an asynchronous character: the next cycle is fulfilled, if 
the conforming argument place is equal to 1, otherwise the 
cycle is passed. Simultaneously it is excluded the necessity 
of realization of completion cycle (multiplication 
operation). As a result the number of cycles becomes 
equal to the number of identity places  in m-bit lower part 
of argument and confines by the values range from 1 to m. 
Thereat the  decrease of cycles number happens without 
algorithm complication. 

Besides, in comparison with linear interpolation 
method the volume of functions tabular values is reduced 
if using the integration method not lower than the 2nd 
order. Thus the error of algorithm accepts the admissible 
values in the conditions of bounded precision of data and 
computations mode with fixed point. 
 
2. METHOD OF INEGRATION OF GENERATING  
    EQUATIONS 

Let's consider the method of correction definition, 
grounded on integration of generating equations, in 
tabular-algorithmic method of functions computation. As 
an example we will set the task of computation of 
functions sin (x) and cos (x) values. When using the 
tabular-algorithmic method the functions values y1 (x) =sin 
(x) and y2 (x) =cos (x) for the set value of argument x are 
calculated as follows: 
 

                   (1) 
 

Where xk - the closest tabular argument value; y1 

(xk) and y2 (xk) - the tabular values of functions; the 
integrals standing in right part of the equations (1) - are the 
required corrections to the tabular values of functions. 

At selection of numerical integration method for  
equations (1) it is necessary to fulfill in essence an 
important demand which ensures the reduction of number 
of fulfilled cycles: a possibility of use of variable step on 
argument x. Besides, the method of integration should be 
one-stepped. In this sense the most appropriate the of 
Euler’s methods of 1st and 2nd order, Runge-Kutta 
methods [25, 26, 30] are. Compromising selection 
between the accuracy and complexity of implementation is 
happened to be the Euler’s method of 2nd order which 
leads to the following incremental scheme approximating 
the equati. 
 

                                 (2) 
 
Where: i - the number of cycle, ∇xi - i-th step per 
argument x. 

The principal moment in implementation of 
algorithm (2) is the principle of forming the variable 
integration step ∇xi. In this case it is important to 
coordinate the performance of algorithm cycles (2) with 
binary places of argument x. For this purpose it is offered 
to use as an integration step the weights of i-th digit of 
argument: 
 

,22 1
1 xxx i

ii  
                     (3) 

 
Where:  Δx=2-(n-1) - the quantum of argument value which 
is represented by unit of low order digit. As the binary 
representation of step ∇xi contains only one unit place 
then all operations of multiplication in algorithm (2) are 
reduced to simple shifting operation of multiplicand. 

According to (3) the iterative process is evolving 
per binary places of argument x. Thus the number of cycle 
i is identified with binary place number in the assumption 
that the digits are being numbered, starting from the 
lowest, having number 1. Then, if i-th digit of argument is 
equal to 1, then the conforming i-th cycle of algorithm (2) 
is fulfilled, and if it's equal to 0, the cycle is passed. In 
such a manner it proceeds to the last unit digit in m-bit 
lower part of argument x. As a result the integration 
interval [xk, x] is completely exhausting and the necessity 
for completion cycle disappears. It is important that the 
number of fulfilled cycles equal to the number of unit 
digits in m-bit low order part of argument x. At the best, 
when there is one unitary digit, just one cycle to be 
fulfilled, and at worst case - m cycles are fulfilled. Thus, 
the average number of fulfilled cycles becomes less than 
m. Thereat the decrease of cycles’ number is not 
connected to algorithm complication. 

The considered approach can be prevailed on 
other elementary functions, using the procedure of 
deriving the generating differential equations [24]. 
 
3. METHODICAL ERROR ANALYSIS. 

The other measure of power-efficiency of 
algorithm (2), (3) is the volume of functions tabular value 
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which is defined by Table h step. As |x–xk|max=h, then 
actually we are talking about an admissible value of 
integration interval [xk, x] which is required to determine, 
proceeding from accumulated value of methodical error.  

Let's analyze the methodical error of algorithm 
(2), (3). For this purpose we will use the known procedure 
of assessment of error of elementary functions procreation 
using the numerical integration of generating equations of 
Shannon [24]. For simplification of calculations we will 
accept xk=0, i.e. the interval of kind [0, x]. Then the 
expressions for methodical errors of calculated values 
y1i=sin(xi),  y2 i=cos(xi) become respectively: 
 

                                 (4) 
 
Where: i - the number of cycle and at the same time the 
number of binary place of value x; xi - the partial argument 
value, formed by places from the 1st till i-th inclusive. 

On Figure-1 the graphs are provided for 
methodical errors constructed in system MATLAB on 
formulas (4) for value x=1-2-15, which in 16-bit binary 
format looks like 0111111111111111. Here it is 
considered the worst case from error accumulation point 
of view when all 15 significant digits are the unitary. Let's 
note that the value x quantum in this case is equal to Δx=2-

15. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Dependence of methodical errors sin (x), cos (x) 
on argument precision number. 

 
The horizontal dashed line on Figure-1 sets the 

level of error of values y1i = sin (xi), y2i=cos (xi) 

representation in 16-bit format - the rounding error which 
obeys the estimation о≤2–1y=2–16 (for rounding ½), 
where y=2–15 is the functions value quantum. From 

Figure-1 it is visible that the given level of error is not 
exceeded at handling of following digits value x: from 1st 
to 11th for sin (x) and from 1st to 12th for cos (x). 
Considering the quantum x=2–15, we gain the admissible 
intervals of argument values x: [2-15, 2-4-2-15] and [2-15, 2-3-

2-15] respectively. From this it follows that the following 
argument values shall be tabular: x = 2-4 for sin (x) and x = 
2-3 for cos (x). Thus, the step of the Table is equal: h = 2-4 
for sin (x) and h = 2-3 for cos (x). 

The similar result can be gained analytically from 
the balance of methodical error and rounding error. For 
example, according to (4), the methodical error for value 
y1i=sin (xi) obeys to assessment м1 (xi) ≤ (xi) 2 xi /12. 
Then the specified balance of errors м1 (xi) ≤о becomes  
 

.
2

1
)(

12

1 2 yxx i
i                                    (5) 

 
From (5), representing xi=(2i–1)x, after taking 

the logarithm on the establishment 2, we discover i≤11,5 
or i=11. It means that the balance (5) is fulfilled from the 
1st place of value x to 11th, as well as in case of graphical 
interpretation. Therefore, we come to the same value of 
Table step h=2-4 for sin (x). 

For comparison on Figure-2 the graphs of 
methodical errors gained experimentally for three methods 
of integration there are provided: Euler's methods of 1st 
and 2nd order, Runge-Kutta method of 4th order. 
Methodical errors are defined by realization of differented 
schemes of specified methods in data format of double 
accuracy and comparison of calculated values y2i=cos (xi) 

with reference values of function cos(x) of system 
MATLAB. The experiment is fulfilled for used above 
value of argument x=1 - 2-15. 

The gained graphs allow determining the values 
of Table step h for each of the considered methods of 
integration. The discovered values of step h and also the 
value of the Table step are given in Table-1 in case of use 
the linear interpolation method [20].  
 

 
 

Figure-2. Dependence of error cos (x) on argument digit 
number and integration method. 
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Table-1. Method of correction computation for function cos (x). 
 

 
 

Method of correction computation  for function cos (x) 

Linear 
interpolation 

Integration of generating equations 

Euler's method 
1st order 

Euler's method 
2nd order 

Runge-Kutta 
method 4th 

order 

Step of table h 2-7 2-7 2-3 2-1 

 
From Table-1 follows that in comparison with the 

method of linear interpolation the Euler's method of  2nd 
order allows to reduce the volumes of function cos (x)  
tabular values in 16 times, and the Runge-Kutta method - 
in 64 times. Thus, the method of integration of generating 
equations ensures the decrease of volumes of functions 
tabular values if the method used is not below 2nd order. 
 
4. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 

One of the requirements of power-effective 
implementation of algorithm (2), (3) is the performance of 
operations with restricted precision in computations mode 
with the point fixed. Limiting of precision presents the 
principal cause of appearance of instrumental error which 
is along with the methodical error compound the full error 
of algorithm. In this regard the experimental analysis of 
specified errors for the case when algorithm (2), (3) is 
implemented in 16-bit integer data format. In integer 
model of algorithm (2) the intermediate values y1i=sin (xi) 
and y2i=cos (xi) are provided in 32-bit format - this allows 
to exclude the accumulation of instrumental error [27]. 

During the experiment the values of global, 
methodical and instrumental errors of algorithm (2), (3) 
for various argument values x on the interval [0, 1-2–15] 
have been defined with the step equal to quantum Δx=2-15. 
Thereat it was used the known method for experimental 
analysis of errors by means of system MATLAB [28]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure-3. The results of experimental analysis of 
computations errors of functions sin (x) and 

cos (x) values. 
 

The results of modeling operation show that on 
all interval of observation the methodical error   by order 
of magnitude  is smaller than the instrument error, and the 
global error does not exceed 0, 55 unit of low order digit , 
i.e. 0, 552–151, 710–5 (Figure-3). Thus, the error of 
algorithm accepts the admissible values, commensurable 
with the rounding error in 16-bit format of data. 
 
5. INFERENCE 

The offered implementation of the method of 
correction computation by path of integration of 
generating equations provides the decrease of number of 
fulfilled cycles and reduction of the volume of functions 
tabular values in comparison with the method of linear 
interpolation. The set of operations used thus confines by 
simple operations of addition (subtraction) and shifting. 
Owning to it the improvement of energetic performances 
of program code implementing the considered method of 
correction definition is provided. As the results of 
modeling operation in MATLAB system show, the error 
of algorithm accepts the admissible values in the 
conditions of restricted precision of data and computations 
mode with the point fixed. 
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The results of present operation can find an 
application at developing the power-effective software for 
the wireless gauging modules which power consumption is 
ensured on a favor of energy accumulation from the 
surrounding medium, and also at creation of other kinds of 
built-in low energy consumption systems. 

The results of research presented in this paper 
were obtained with the financial support of the Ministry of 
Education of the Russian Federation within the framework 
of the project "Creation of a plant for manufacture of 
multifunctional mobile hardware-software complex of 
prolonged cardiac monitoring and ergometry" by 
government decree № 218 of 09.04.2010, the research was 
carried out in the FSAEI HPE SFU (SFedU). 
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